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Evangelist Zelfimyan
Prepares Street Preachers

RHM returns to Odessa to lay a foundation to reignite
passion and raise up an army of street preachers for the
Last Days. An Army of Righteous, Dedicated and
Passionate believers who will lift the standard and cause a
fire of evangelism to erupt in Ukraine.
(See pages 4-5)
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Letter From The Founders
DEAR CO-LABORERS:

Almost thirty-three
years ago we surrendered
our lives to the lordship of
Calvary’s Crucified Lamb.
The Cross of Christ has
been central to our faith
since that glorious day on
the corner of tenth and
tenth in Fargo, North
Dakota.
Knowing what Jesus did
for us, every believer must
live with passionate
fidelity to the Gospel,
with the blood-stained
Cross at the center. Any
church, preacher or
denomination that
attempts to diminish,
dismantle or debate away
the centrality of Christ’s
Cross in any way should
be run from, in haste. In
the words of Jesus “Come
out from among them...”
Some seem to think
that the Cross offends: It
does and seems to have a
special and singular ability
to do so but so what. We
would rather offend every
person on the planet
before offending the
Sinless Savior of
Golgotha’s center Cross.
When was the last time
you heard a heart piercing
message about the Cross?
It used to be central in
most churches but
has now been

delegated to the outer
sanctuary. A Cross-less
Christianity is no
Christianity at all. It is but
a lifeless glut of repetitive
putrid syllables uttered
from the lips of Christ-less
corpses calling themselves
preachers.
Mean? We do not think
so for Christ’s sworn
enemy, satan, has always
despised the message of

Thank you for the newsletters. The
testimonies and reports of what God
is doing are tremendous and
encouraging. I also so appreciate the
“Letter From The Founders” and
the great encouragement to us on
this side of the ministry to stay on
course. To stay true to Jesus and
walk like the victorious church we
are. Thank you. Michael Andersen
the Cross above all others.
His followers do the same
in both word and for many
by mere inaction.
We are in the Last Days
and deception is on the
rise daily. You can see it
everywhere. Believers
cannot afford the luxury of
taking a break from
fighting the good fight of
faith. We must remain
vigilant and never let the
enemy gain any kind of
foothold in our lives.
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Especially to never allow
him to diminish the value
of the Cross in any way.
The enemy of our soul
wants to sway us into
accepting another gospel.
Anything other than the
centrality in The Old
Rugged Cross.
Partners, let’s stay true
to Jesus, His Cross and all
that He did for us on that
fateful day 2,000 years ago.
Update on Evangelist
Zhenya Hitiav
Last month we
reported that we were
attempting to help
Zhenya get a visa so he
could be the main speaker
at our yearly fundraising
banquet. He was turned
down by our embassy in
Kiev. They refused to give
a reason. It never ceases
to amaze us how millions
can come in from Mexico
and Islamists from the east
but believers cannot even
come in for a banquet.
Instead, Evangelist
Kaaren Zelfimyan will be
with us once again after a
two year break. Kaaren
will speak at the Fargo
banquet and any other
venue we can get open for
him to speak at. In the
mean time we press on!
Peter & Jill
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News & Updates
Vladimir & Natasha Lazuka Stand
Next to New Chernigov Van

New Van in
Chernigov!

Angry Crowd Rushes Team in
Village Near Neshin, Ukraine.
We never know when something
like this may happen but often we are
on the brink of it. The crowd also
demanded that our team, led by
missionary Igor Daviduk erase all the
photos he took. It could have been
worse and we are glad none of our
people were physically hurt.

Instead of just getting one van in Chernigov we
were able to upgrade a smaller vehicle to get this
van plus rebuild another van we had. Once the
other one is done being rebuilt we will have two
operational van for evangelism use in Chernigov.
Thank you partners for helping us with this
endeavor. God willing we should be sitting good
(concerning mobile evangelism vans) in the
Chernigov area for a few years.

RHM 2014 Fargo Banquet
We have a had a change in main speakers since
Evangelist Hitiav was rejected a visa by our
government. Instead we have Evangelist Kaaren
Zelfimyan returning to be with us.
Kaaren will be coming with first hand reports
from our outreaches in multiple nations. This
includes Belorussia, which we can only share in
part in the newsletters for security reasons but
expand on when he is with us. Please mark your
calendar and join us at the Hilton.

Priluki Van Update: We are within
$1,800 of purchasing a van for our
Priluki mobile evangelism team.

Chernigov Training Center Needs
We are in need of two computers:
One is for Natasha’s oﬃce where her
main computer fried. The screen is
fine but the base unit needs to be
replaced. Cost: $500.
Second: Our laptop for projection
and training for displays crashed. This
is a simple laptop that does not need
much memory or internal ability.
Cost: $600
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TABLE SPONSORS NEEDED:
$325 for a table of 8.

Hilton Garden Inn
4351 17th Ave. S. Fargo, ND
Date: April 24, 2014
Time: 6:30 ~ 8:30 PM
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RHM Begins to Lay Foundation for
a Major Initiative in Ukraine!
It Begins in Odessa...

Evangelist Kaaren Zelfimyan with students
from the Odessa Bible Training Center.
Kaaren and Denis spent three days training and
ministering on the streets. Half of these students had
never done it before but they certainly came alive this
week. Nine people repented on the streets but over
100 heard a presentation of the Gospel. More will turn
to Jesus as a result.

Denis Shares as Students Observe. Next
time around the student took the lead.

Twenty-one years ago we officially
launched our ministry in the former
soviet union from Odessa, Ukraine.
Now we are beginning again with the
launch of our “Ignite the Fire” tour
scheduled for May, 2014. We will
begin in Odessa and from there will
spread to other parts of Ukraine.
These will be strategically located
regional conferences designed to
reignite passion and fire in church
leadership to return to their first love.
From these we are believing for
twenty-five doors to open for our
teams to go and hold evangelism
training weekends. Out of these
hands-on training weekends we then
believe for more growth and for doors
to open to be in 100 churches as
RHM raises an army of evangelists
for the Last Days harvest.
Ukraine needs to be set on fire
once again. What began in power and
through evangelism has morphed into
something not recognized by biblical
standards. It has become
Americanized in many respects with
programs and influenced by the world
instead of being a Church on the
“Go” and doing the works of Jesus.
Ukraine needs the fire again along
with a massive group of fiery
evangelists who can turn the tide as
they criss-cross the nation.

Two Students Lead a Man to Jesus!
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RHM Begins to Lay Foundation for a Major Initiative in Ukraine~Continued...

Denis Teaching Youth concerning
Social Networking
Denis shares how most youth reveal their true
selves on Social Network. He shared how RHM
checks youth profiles Online before we accept them
in our evangelists training. So often we cannot tell if
they are sinner or saint.
He shared of the need to be a true believer and
use the Web as a tool to reach others for Jesus and
proclaim the Gospel. “Many of you are living a
double life” Denis said. Needless to say we had a
great altar call and many repented of a double
standard.

Kaaren Leads Man to Jesus!
Man Walking by the Building Hears
Music and Thought He Would Check
it Out. Result? He is Born Again!
“I was walking by and heard music and
decided to check it out. When I came in
the hall the music finished and you
(Kaaren) came up and began preaching. I
wanted to leave but something was
restraining me so I stayed put.”
The man did not respond at the altar
call but neither did he leave. Finally, he
jumped to his feet and ran to the front
and said to Kaaren, “I need to repent and
ask Jesus to forgive me.”
Kaaren led the man to Jesus. We never
know who the Holy Spirit is preparing.
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Kaaren ministers at the altar of Praise Church
in Odessa where people were just saved.

Kaaren Shares the Gospel as a
group of Students Watch. After a
few times he sent the students out
two-by-two.
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The Small Moldovian Village of
Magdacheshti Receives the Gospel!
RHM Helps Bring Breakthrough for a
Persecuted Church in Magdacheshti.

RHM Team and Church Members
Gather for a Celebration Meal!
After a day visiting homes with food
packages we took time to celebrate with
Pastor Grigori and some in his church. It was
a time to build friendships, pray and worship
together.
“We have never had so much excitement
since we launched this home church.” Said
Pastor Grigori. “Your team brings passion for
reaching souls and to serve Jesus with joy” he
said. It is true! What we do is all about Jesus
so joy and excitement comes automatically.

Woman Received Christ!
Two team members (Right) bring a large box
of food for this single mom. She could not
believe her eyes at what we gave her. The
best that we gave was not food but the
Gospel, which she gladly accepted as she
turned from sin to a new life in Jesus!
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“We launched this church several years ago
and did not expect to receive such persecution
but we did. Orthodox priests have mobilized
mobs to attack us. Some of our people have
been attacked and beaten with shovels.
Then RHM came here twice now and there
has been a break in the atmosphere here.
Attitudes are changing and even the mayor has
changed, especially since you came with food
packages.
The mayor told me that usually people come
to him with problems, complaints and to ask for
things. He said RHM came to help and solve
problems.
Now the mayor and others show us respect
and the attacks have at least slowed down. Now
we can look forward to a season of growth.
Thanks to RHM we are on the move.”
Pastor Grigori Lupashku

RHM Team Find People on the
Streets to Share Jesus With!
Between homes our team members and
those from the church we are training
minister to some grandmothers. Hearts were
opened and more turned to the Lord!
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Youth Ministry in Chernigov Holds
Crusade ~ Many Come to Christ!
Trained in our School of Evangelists, a group of youth from the Chernigov
region step out in faith and reach twenty youth for Jesus!
What a joy it is to see youth rising up to take the Gospel to the lost and dying sinner in need
of salvation. These youth took the Bible to heart and preached repentance to their peers and the
Word of the Lord hit its target sinking deep into hearts of flesh and the result? ~ Over twentyfive youth came to Christ.
Twenty-first century youth do not need parties and game nights, they need encounters with
the Living God so that they can be empowered to go and do the works of Jesus. If this happens
they will not depart from the faith.
We need youth pastors to be true leaders who go before them in the things of God and then
show them the Way. Examples that our kids and grandkids can look to as men and women of
God they want to be like. As Paul wrote concerning following him as he followed Christ.
When we see our youth excited about planning and holding their own Holy Ghost crusades
we know that we are doing something right. Thanks partners for helping us empower youth for
service to their King.

Youth responding to the call to
repent and follow Jesus.

The Holy Spirit touching hearts and
changing lives.
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Vera, from our Chernigov youth
group is all smiles as she watches
over twenty respond to the altar call.

Sasha was there to do some feats
of strength and encourage the
team of 15 youth in their crusade.
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Cricova Food Package Evangelism Bears Fruit!
Family Had Not Eaten in the Last 24 Hours
This couple and their two children had run out of food
and not eaten in the last twenty-four hours. Then they
heard a knock at the door. Our team showed up and gave
them much needed food and even more important, food
from Heaven.
The couple repented and turned to Jesus and now they
have eternal hope in a heaven to come and in this life too.
“It is a miracle that you came” they acknowledged.
They realized this and were given a great gift by God as
He revealed that He cares about them.

Woman Receives
Jesus and His
Healing Touch!
“I live in this
dormitory with my
12 year old
daughter” she told
us. “No heat and
little else.” But
today our team brought her food and the saving
knowledge of Jesus. Yes, she accepted Jesus!

Alone and Hurting ,Woman
is Found by the Lord!
This precious women was sick
with cancer and for the last 5 years
she was paralyzed and living alone.
She was so excited when we
came and especially when we shared
the Good News. She repented and
turned to Jesus! We are now
believing for her miracle healing to
come forth.
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In Depression
Because of
Loss of Leg but
Comes to Jesus
When RHM
Team Visits his
Home!
Depressed and
lonely for many
years after loosing
a leg and half of his other foot in an accident, RHM
team shows up to give hope and the love of Jesus.
Thanks partners for sending us to this man.
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Belorussia Update
As Reported by Evangelist Kaaren Zelfimyan
While Zhenya Hitiav was traveling by bus I
was on a twenty-two hour train ride to meet
him in Belorussia. This is really historical
because it is a first for Russian Harvest
Ministries. When God opens a door for you it
is a good idea to go through. How often do
believers pray for open doors only to miss
them when God provides? Maybe more than
we think. When I told Peter of
this opportunity he first prayed
but when it became clear that it
was of God he immediately called
me to simply say “Get it done.”
We did, at least the first step
as Zhenya and I spent a long
weekend in a Belorussian town
doing evangelism training. Peter
has informed us not to mention
towns or names of the pastors that we are
working with or take photos because
Belorussia is a country under a dictator. It is a
police state and therefore any Christian
activity is under scrutiny. Even our meetings
were held in secret in a home that was
purchased by a believer and gutted in order to
fit in up to 100 people. No signs and you would
never know what goes on inside by how it
looks from the outside.
In many ways this country reminds me of
the soviet era. The government will not give a
church registration without owning a building
so most churches are illegal. Regardless of this
I tell you that it has been a long time since I
have seen the passion and fire I did during
their praise and worship. No one stood around
looking out a window or with half-hearted
response. It was real-deal worship of the Lord
Jesus!
Usually when we do evangelism training in
Moldova or Ukraine maybe twenty percent of
the church comes and sometimes thirty. Not
here: We had one-hundred percent response.
They were shouting us down with “Amens”.
Even though the law says they cannot openly
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confess and share Jesus they still do it. They
have over one-hundred people in their church
and build through personal evangelism and
home groups. Once a person is saved and has
been coming and tested by observation only
then are they invited to the main place of
worship.
This weekend three people came to the
Lord. For us it is smaller than
usual but for them it is
breakthrough. We left them
encouraged as we shared many
testimonies of how we witness
one-on-one and of many healings
and miracles the Lord has blessed
us with.
The next step is when Peter
will meet with the key leaders in
March when they come to Ukraine and then a
trip Peter will make into Belorussia in May.
Normally an American needs a visa to travel
into Belorussia but a door has opened for Peter
to travel without one so he is going for it.
When I told him about it and asked “What do
you think” he responded with “Too many
people spend their life thinking with little
doing. Let’s just do it.” I like Pete’s attitude.
By God’s grace RHM is taking another step
of faith to reach more people for Jesus by
continuing to train an army. Pete and Jill began
over 20 years ago when it was really hard and
Belorussia will be like stepping back in time.
Pete always loves a challenge but he did say “I
believe that I will leave Jill in Ukraine. Just in
case I end up in the slammer Jill needs to be
safe because we have four grandchildren to
help raise.” It was one of his ways to be
kidding but at the same time not kidding. I
really enjoy my time reaching people for Jesus
with Pete, Jill and all of those involved with
RHM. I want to thank everyone who partners
with this ministry for it truly is making a huge
impact in the earth. Bless you. Kaaren
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18 Repent at College!

Zhenya gives the invitation to repent
and turn to Jesus.

Zhenya gives another call and more
youth respond.

Report by Evangelist Zhenya Hitiav: After thirty
minutes we only had a few people sitting before us and for
me to do feats of strength for such a small crowd it is hard.
However, I realized that my main purpose is to preach the
Gospel. Therefore my attitude has to be “Even for one soul I
will give it my all.”
By the time we did begin we had twenty young men and
God changed the atmosphere in the room and in hearts. I
did some feats and then a testimony then more feats and
more testimonies. Finally I said “Do you now want to know
more about Jesus and why He came and died for you?” With
a loud voice they shouted out “Yes.”
After this they really listened carefully and then 18 of
them responded to the call to repent and follow Jesus. This
may not have been a massive evangelism but it was eﬀective
and sincere. We fellowshipped a lot and gave everyone our
materials. We will see much fruit from this. I know it and it
is all for the glory of Jesus.

1 Repents on the Streets of Burkivka
Cold and Difficult but Jesus was Lifted up!
Out of 260 people that live in this village 195 are
pensioners. Certainly an aging population but even more
important that we try to bring them the Gospel before it
is too late.
The snow had melted but it was still cold outside (but
warmer than in the building) so we only had a few who
stopped as we preached Jesus in front of the only market.
In the top photos Galya gives her testimony of
redemption while in the bottom photo her husband, Igor
prepares to led the one soul to Jesus that responded. This
woman is the director of the villages only meeting hall.
She therefore has authority and position in this village
culture.
This also gives us great opportunity to return and have
her be the instrument to gather many to hear the Gospel.
In seemingly small numbers God was working all the
time and knew who was ready to turn to His Son!
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Testimony of Katya Zabolotnaya
My name is Katya and I am 35 years old. I was
My mom was being tormented by my life and I
born in a good and loving family and had a false
was tormented but neither of us knew how to
impression that all families were like mine. My
escape. My mom, too, was an alcoholic and had
grandparents especially were such happy people
open bleeding wounds. It was terrible. Then my
and I was raised with their love for me. They were
mom heard of a church in town called Salvation
the center of my universe. When I was twelve
Church and asked me to go. I did out of respect
years old they both died
for her but my heart was not
within a month of each
in it. That day we both
other and my life fell apart.
repented but my prayer was
So much so I tried to
not sincere.
commit suicide. I thank
The next day I noticed
God that my mom walked in
that my mothers life was
my room at the right time
totally changed. She had no
and saved me.
desire for alcohol. Her
Unfortunately I was not a
bleeding had stopped. She
believer yet and had nothing
was set free but not me. I
to hang on to. By the time I
spent many years more in
was sixteen years old I was a
bondage. My bones became
drug addict. Something I
brittle and would break all
never expected but it
the time. I developed
Peter Mehl awarding Katya with her
happened. During this time
epilepsy.
My mom never gave
certificate of graduation from the
my father was going deeper
up
on
me.
She kept praying
RHM Leadership Institute.
into alcohol and became a
and loving me.
drunk eventually losing his
One day, after recovering
job because of it. He soon died and I went over the
from an overdose that should have killed me, I felt
edge and began taking even more drugs.
inside that God is giving me my last chance to
Deep down inside I wanted to stop, to get out
come to Him. That day I repented before the Lord
of this living hell but I had no idea how. Something
and promised to give Him the rest of my life. After
inside me was pushing me to more depths of sin
this all my sinful desires and addictions fell oﬀ my
and I realized one day how it began. It was when I
life. I became a new creation inside and out,
was twelve after my grandparents died I stole
delivered from all sickness and bondages. I have
money from my dad and went to fortune teller. I
served Jesus ever since.
remembered how she told me I would become an
I am active in my home group, at church and in
addict. Without realizing it I accepted her curse on
evangelism outreaches. I am enjoying life and
my life.
thanking Jesus for every breath.

Katya helping to put up posters for
one of our outreaches.
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Katya with her cell group in
Chernigov, Ukraine.
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Prayer Requests
1. Pray for favor with the Foursquare Foundation for a
grant to help us invade Romania with 200 evangelism
outreaches in 2014/15.
2. Pray for all our outreaches in 2014 as we endeavor to
hold crusades and training in six nations.
3. Pray for miracle finances to cover all our outreaches
so that we may complete the call the Lord has given
RHM.
4. Pray for a mighty move of the supernatural to
accompany all our teams so that Jesus may be
glorified and lifted up.
5. Pray for thousands to repent every month as our
teams minister the Gospel of Jesus Christ.

Legacy Giving

Please Remember
Russian Harvest
Ministries in Your
Estate Planning.
Peter & Jill Have!
Let’s Finish With
Eternity on our Mind!
Stock gifts can be given directly into
our RHM stock account giving you
even more tax breaks. Call for info.

RussianHarvestMinistries.org ~ MoldovaHarvest.org ~ PeterMehl.com
RussianHarvest@aol.com ~ 701-306-2755
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